
_l\/lost Urgent/Out at once.»»=@FFICE OF THE PRINCIPAL DISTRICT 8:, SESSIONS JUDGE (HQ): DELHI
N055 “"3926 /Genl./HCS/2023 Dated, Delhi ih@__________,_,____,

ta r-=_.'} \J cl‘?,.._‘_ '7'} ti) r_D \__‘ 1-‘'3
Sub:Circulation of copy of Handbook on Combating Gender ‘Stereotypes for

information, immediately.

A copy of the letter no. 6'731-6743/DI-IC/Gaz/G-2/Misc./2023 dated 20.09.2023

bearing this office diary no. 2350 dated 21.09.2023 alongwith copy of “Handbook on

Combating Gender Stereotypes” in the abovesaid matter is being circulated for

information, immediately : -

1. All the Ld. Judicial Officers posted in Central District, Tis Hazari Courts, Delhi.

2. The Ld. Registrar General, Hon’ble High Court of Delhi, New Delhi for

information.

3. PS to the Ld. Principal District 8r, Sessions Judge (HQs), Tis I-lazari Courts,

Delhi for information.
\/4ZThe Chairman, Website Committee, Tis Hazari Courts, Delhi with the request to

direct the concerned official to upload the samc on the Website of Delhi District

Courts.

5. The Director (Academics), Delhi Judicial Academy, Dwarka, New Delhi for

information as requested vide letter no.DJA/Dir.(Acd)/2019/4306 dated

06.08.2019. '
6. Dealing Assistant, R86] Branch for uploading the same on LAYERS.

7. For uploading the same on Centralized Website through LAYERS.

i \
(UPAS ;l.t» -. SATIJA}

Link Officer-In’ rge,Genl.Br ch, (C)
Tis Ha Courts, Delhw

Encls. As above.
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Our oath as judges mandates that we ‘perform thelduties of our office without fear or
favour, affection or ill-will.’ The oath demands that we discharge our functions with
impartiality and objectivity, applying the law to every case before us. A judge’s oath
demands rejecting improper attempts to influence their decision-making. The oath also
requires a judge to put aside any preconceived notions about the parties before the court.
Relying on predetermined stereotypes in judicial decision-making contravenes the duty
of judges to decide each case on its merits, independently and impartially. In particular,
reliance on stereotypes about women is liable to distort the law’s application to women in
harmful ways.
Even when the use of stereotypes does not alter the outcome of a case, stereotypical
language may reinforce ideas contrary to our constitutional ethos. Language is critical
to the life of the law. Words are the vehicle through which the values of the law are
communicated. Words transmit the ultimate intention of the lawmaker or the judge to
the nation. However, the language a judge uses reflects not only their interpretation of
the law, but their perception of society as well. Where the language of judicial discourse
reflects antiquated or incorrect ideas about women, it inhibits the transformative project
of the law and the Constitution of India, which seek to secure equal rights to all persons,
irrespective of gender.
The Code of Civil Procedure, 1908 previously referred to persons without financial means
as ‘paupers.’ In recognition of the fact that language conveys certain ideas about its subject
and can either recognise or diminish the dignity of such persons, the statute was amended
and the word ‘pauper’ was replaced with the word ‘indigent.’ This amendment to the
statute did not have a strictly legal purpose but was meant to recognise the humanity of
the people it referred to. Similarly, many words or phrases that are used in legal discourse
both by lawyers and by judges) reflect archaic ideas with patriarchal undertones.
The Handbook on Combating Gender Stereotypes aims to assist judges and the legal
community in identifying, understanding and combating stereotypes about women. It
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Handbook on Combating Gender Stereotypes

contains a glossary of gender-unj ust terms and suggests alternative words or phrases which
may be used while drafting pleadings as well as orders and judgments. The Handbook
identifies common stereotypes about women, many of which have been utilised by courts
in the past and demonstrates why they are inaccurate and how they may distort the
application of the law. The intention is not to criticise or cast doubt on past judgements
but merely to show how stereotypes may unwittingly be employed. Finally, it encapsulates
the current doctrine on key legal issues which may be relevant while adjudicating certain
cases, particularly those concerning sexual violence.
I sincerely hope that this Handbook is widely read by all members of the legal profession
in India to ensure that legal reasoning and writing is free of harmful notions about women.
The Hanclbook will give a fresh impetus to our quest towards a gender~just legal order and
will be a crucial document to ensure that courts can deliver equal and impartial justice to
individuals ol‘ all genders.
The Handbook was conceptualised during the COVID-19 pandemic and was originally
envisaged as a part of the knowledge component of the e-Committee of the Supreme
Court of India. It would not have been possible to prepare and release the Handbook
without the assistance of many individuals. I thank the Soeialjustice Sub-Committee of
the e-Committee (justice Moushumi Bhattacharya,Judge, Calcutta High Court; justice
Prathiba Singh,_]udge, Delhi High Court; and Professorjhuma Sen) for their inputs and
suggestions. I would like to extend my appreciation of the work of Dr. Sukhcla Pritam
(Director, Centre for Research and Planning, Supreme Court of India), Mr. Anurag
Bhaskar (Deputy-Registrar, Centre for Research and Planning, Supreme Court of India),
Mr. Vasudev Devaclasan (Research Consultant, Centre for Research and Planning,
Supreme Court of India) and the legal researchers at the Centre for Research and Planning,
Supreme Court of India for their valuable inputs and editing, as well as for coordinating
the publication of the Handbook. Ms. R Arulmozhiselvi, Member" (Human Resources,
e-Committee, Supreme Court of India) has tirelessly coordinated the preparation of the
Handbook from the time of its inception. I also thank my Law Clerks i\/Is. K. Ni\'edl1itl1a,
;\/Is. Spoorthi Cotha, and i\/Ir. Pratik Dixit for their invaluable contribution towards
researching and preparing the initial draft of the Handbook.

Dr. Justice Dhananjaya. Y Chandrachud

Chief justice of India
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6 é uanueook on coruuaruse
esuesa srsarorrees

This Handbook oflers guidance on how to avoid utilising harmful gender stereotypes,
in particular those about women, in judicial decision making and writing. Each one of
us sometimes employ stereotypes in our thoughts, words, and actions. We may rely on
stereotypes inadvertently, because stereotypes are often internalised and ingrained in
our thinking due to societal, cultural, and enviromnental conditioning. This can make it
difiicult to identify and avoid relying on stereotypes. However, challenging and overcoming
stereotypes is essential to ensuring an equal, inclusive, and compassionate society.

With respect to the judiciary, it is vital thatjudges not only avoid relying on stereotypes
in their decision making and writing, but also actively challenge and dispel harmful
stereotypes. If harmful stereotypes are relied on by judges, it can lead to a distortion of
the objective and impartial application of the lawt This will perpetuate discrimination and
exclusion. To raise awareness against the utilisation of harmful stereotypes, particularly
those prejudicial to women, this Handbook aims to explain what stereotypes are, and help
judges identify and avoid such stereotypes by:

(1) identifying language that promotes gender stereotypes and offering alternative
words and phrases; I T

(2) identifying common. reasoning patterns that are based on gender stereotypes
(particularly about women) and discussing why they are incorrect; and

(3) highlighting binding decisions of the Supreme Court of India that have rejected
these stereotypes and can be utilised by judges to dispel gender stereotypes.

6
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Handbook on Con1bating Gender Stereotype.

Stereotype promoting
language

A _ _ _ (INCORRECT)
Alterncafive language

(PREFERRED)

Adulteress Woman who has engaged in sexual relations outside of
marriage y

Affair Relationship outside of marriage 7
Bastard Non-marital child or, a child whose parents were not

married
Biological sex / biological malel
biological female

Sex assigned at birth A A A l

Born a girl / boy Assigned female! male at birth
Career woman Woman
Carnal intercourse Sexual intercourse

Chase Woman . Woman
Child prostitute Child who has been trafficked
Concubinel keep Woman with whom a man has had romantic or sexual

relations outside of marriage
Dutiful wife / Faithful wife / Good
wife I Obedient wife p _ y

Wife ' 'l '

Easy virtue (e.g., a woman of easy
virtue)

Woman.

Effeminate (when used pejorative
iv) 4

Accurately describe the characteristic using a gender
neutral term (e.g., confidentor responsible)

Eve teasing l Street sexual harassment
Faggot Accurately describe the individual‘s sexual orientation

(e.g.. homosexual or bisexual)
Fallen woman Woman
Feminine hygiene products Menstrual products
Forcible rape V _ Rape
Harlot _ _ Woman
Hermaphlroditzel V lntersex
Hooker _ y_ _ p p Sex worker
Hormonal (to describe a woman’
emotional state) y

S Use a gender neutral term to describe the emotion (e
compassionate or enthusiastic) _ _

-2

Housewife ‘ _ Homemal<er_
Indian woman / western woman Woman _

7
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Stereotype promoting Alternative language
'°'“9“"9° (PREFERRED)

Ladylike ' Use a gender neutral description of behaviour or charac-
teristics (e.g., amusing or assertive)
Unemployed”Layabout / Shirker

Marriageable age if A woman who has attained the legal age required to
marry
Woman with whom a man has had romantic or sexual
relations outside of marriage

Prostitute’ Sex worker
Providerl Breadwinner Employed or earning

Clothing / dress
Ravished (e.g., she was “ravished" Sexually harassed I assaulted or raped
by him) l

Mistress

Provocative clothing! dress

l Woman
Sex change Sex reassignment or gender transition
Slut Woman ‘
Spinster

Seductress

Unmarried woman
Survivor orVictim? An individual who has been affected by sexual violence may identify
themselves as either a“survivor” or"victim”. Both terms are applicable unless the individual
has expressed a preference. in which case the individual’s preference should be respected. .

TransgenderTranssexual
Cross-dresser
flother
Sexually harassed / assaulted or raped

Transvestite
Unwed Mother
Violated (e.g., he violated her)
Whore
Woman of loose morals I easy
virtue / promiscuous woman /
wanton woman

Woman
Woman

“Unless required in the context qfThe limnoml Zfiqflic (Prevention) Act, I956‘ or my at/zer legislation. Clargficatioiz added
on 22 August 2023. l

8
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Hanrlboolt on Combating Gender Stereotypes

A. Understanding stereotypes

A stcrcotypc is dcfincd as “a set idea that pcoplc have about what somconc or something
is like, cspccially an idea that is wrong.” Stereotypes are typically hcld against individuals
by virtue of their membership of a group. They are assumptions or beliefs that individuals
belonging to specific social groups have certain characteristics or traits. For cxamplc,
pcoplc in many countries believe that all Indians arc good at science and mathematics.
Similarly, cvcn within India, people may believe that individuals from certain regions look
a particular way or cat a particular type of food. People are constantly subjcctcd to
stereotypes based on their nationality, region, caste, gender, disability, sexuality, skin colour,
physical appearance, and race.

(i) How do stereotypes function?
Reliance on stereotypes is oftcn subconscious. In other words, wc may rely on stereotypes
when interacting with individuals even without intending to do so. Stereotypes influence
our thoughts and actions towards other pcoplc. Thcy prcvcnt us from viewing the
individual bcforc us as a unique person with their own characteristics and lcad us into
making inaccurate assumptions about
thcm. Stereotypes can prevent us from
understanding the reality of a situation
and can cloud our judgment.

On a micro~lcvel, stereotypes lcad
to exclusion and discrimination in
workplaces, educational institutions, and
public places. For example, even where
male and female employees arc of the
same designation, a female employee
may bc tasked with administrative duties
such as organising oflice-events or buying
stationery, while male employees are
exempted from such tasks. Stereotypes
may also have an adverse impact on

“I do not believe in any stereotypes.
Why should I read this glossary?”

Research has shown that most of us hold
some subconscious biases which stcm from
stcrcotypcs. Whilc we all like to bclicvc that
we are unbiased and fair, chances arc that
each one of us (like most pcoplc) rcly on

stereotypes in some form or the other in 01.11
professional and personal lifc. Takc thc test

at:

<https://implicit;harva1'd.edu/imp]icit/
takeatest.html> ~

to discover whether you havc any implicit
biases. The rcsults may surprise you!
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the mental health or professional performance of the members of the stereotyped
group because they are aware that they are being viewed in a particular manner.
For example, there is a stereotype that individuals from oppressed castes are not as
accomplished in school or university in comparison to individuals from oppressor castes.
This may cause members of oppressed castes to face additional mental pressure when
writing an examination. A student from an oppressed caste who is aware of the stereotype
about their community will not only have to worry about doing well in the examination, but
also be burdened with the additional worry that if they perform badly in the examination,
it will reinforce the stereotype concerning their community This added pressure may have
an adverse impact on their performance in the examination.

(ii) Impact of stereoiypes on judicial decision making

Like any person, a judge may also unconsciously hold or rely on stereotypes. If a judge
relies on preconceived assumptions about people or groups when deciding cases or writing
judgements, the harm caused can be enormous. Stereotypes impact the impartiality and
the intellectual rigour of judicial decisions where they cause judges to ignore or bypass
the requirements of law or distort the application of the law vis-a-vis specific persons
or groups. Even when judges reach legally correct outcomes, the use of reasoning or
language that promotes gender stereotypes undermines the unique characteristics,
autonomy, and dignity of the individuals before the court. Using stereotypes, instead of
objectively evaluating the situation, goes against the constitutional principle of ‘equal
protection of laws’, which posits that the law should apply uniformly and impartially to
every individual, irrespective of their membership to a group or category. The use of
stereotypes by judges also has the effectof entrenching and perpetuating stereotypes,
creating a vicious cycle of injustice.

For example, a common stereotype is that individuals from low-income backgrounds are
less trustworthy and more likely to commit crimes. This is a harmful stereotype, as it may
lead to the-social exclusion of individuals from low-income backgrounds. However, if a.
judge relies on this stereotype in decision making, the harm may be magnified. Consider
a judge who has to decide the bail application of two individuals charged with the same
offence, the first individual is from a low-income background the second from an

l0
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affiuent background. The judge may set a higher bail amount, or more stringent bail
conditions on the first individual from a low-income background than the second individual
from an aiiiuent background, purely because the
judge holds the mistaken belief that the individual
from a low-income background is more susceptible Can stereotypes be
to flee or commit further crimes. This is an example °V°r°°me?
of how stereotypes in judicial reasoning can .Yes, stereotypes can be overcome
prejudice a person’s individual rights and be R@5<'-‘amhhas Shown thatwc can
discriminatory Further if the individual cannot avoid much of the negative impact' 3

afford the bail amount, and is jailed, the stereotype
is efiectively reinforced and perpetuated. This is or rely on certain stereotypes;
why judicial reasoning must be based on the and _(ii)'1nakin8 a ¢°n5¢i°u5 and
individual merits of every case and not on dehbcliam efllm R? .OvClTOme

- _ _ _ or resist the implicit bias or
stereotypes. This glossary aims to help the Indian stcrcotypa
judiciaryidentify and mitigate the use of stereotypes
and stereotype-enforcing language against women
in their decision

$3. l.lnderste.:ndis1g $ender Mere-etypes

As the name suggests, gender stereotypes are assumptions about the characteristics that
individuals of a particular gender have, or the roles that they should perform.‘ This is
often seen in assumptions about the different characteristics men and women are believed
to possess, and the roles they are expected to perform. For example, one of the most
common stereotypes about girls or women is that they like the colour pink. While this
stereotype may not have an impact on judicial decision-making, other stereotypes may
influence the outcome of a case. For instance, some people believe that women lie about
men having sexually assaulted or raped them. If a judge were to utilise such a stereotype
when deciding a case, it may cause them to unfairly discard or discount the testimony of
a survivor or victim of sexual assault, leading to grave injustice. This is why it is vital that
judges impartially decide each case on its individual merits rather than relying on pre-
conceived-notions about men or women. '

l ‘Gcnclcr Stcrcotyping’ (_Ofiirz» qf the Um'trl1.Nnfious Hig/1 Cozn1ni.m'o1ze:'jb2' Human Rig/zlr) <htips://ww\v.ohchr.
or:_z/en/womenlgen;:lc1'-stereo_ty_ping> accessed 04_]uly ‘Z023.

ll

of stereotyping by: (i) recognising
that we hold certain implicit biases
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' What do we mean when we say “gender”?
While .“sex” refers to the biological attributes of individuals, “gender” refers to
socially constructed roles, behaviours, expressions, and identities of girls, women,
boys, men, and gender-diverse individuals. Gender identity is not limited to a binary
(girl/woman and boy/man) but rather exists on‘ a spectrum and can evolve over
time. Further, gender is a social constmct, and includes thenorms, behaviours, and
roles associated. with a particular gender identity. An individual’s gender identity
profoundly influences-self-perception, interpersonal dynamics, and the distribution of

_ power and resources insociety._,Whi1e,this;g1ossa1y primarily deals ._w_ith_stereotypes
concerning men.'and=wornen, it1is~_important.to recognise th_at_hannful.stereotypes

p T T - 1 . t-'can;'e_xi_st-withrespect to",-_any,-genderidentity. A . .. -
Source.--Canadian Iiistitutef-_of Health =Research§'_ f I/_l<"]zzz¢ gqzider? I/Vlzat sex}? https://
eihr-irsc.gc.ca1e/486_42.ht51r1l 5- ('a¢¢¢ssed; r-,1'"._,9-4-.Tt1'j1yi ;_2_Q2_3); { World. Health f .Organisati_on',
‘Gender Zzm! /mat/i’ 1htt_1'::'s_:Z/i>v\l'>'VW§.vv1f1'o.int/healthétopi_¢s]geii_déi#tab=tab;1" (accessed. 19--

What are the different types of gender stereotypes?

The most common kinds of gender stereotypes that concern women are: (i) stereotypes
based on the so-called ‘inherent characteristics’ of women; (ii) stereotypes based on the
gender roles of women; and (iii) stereotypes related to sex, sexuality, and sexual violence.
Each of these three types of stereotypes are discussed below.

(i) Stereotypes based on the so-called "inherent characteristics” of
women.

Assumptions are held about the characteristics of men and women which are believed to
be “inherent” to each group. These assumptions extend to their emotional, physical, and
cognitive capabilities. The table lists a few assumptions about the traits of women and
explains why such notions are incorrect.

12
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Stereotype Reality A
Women are overly emo-
tional. illogical, and cannot
take decisions.

A person's gender does not determine or influence their
capacity for rational thought.

All women are physically
weaker than all men.

While men and women are physiologically different, it is not
true that all women are physically weaker than all men./‘-\
person's strength does not depend solely on their gender
but also on factors such as their profession, genetics, nutri-
tion, and physical activity.

Women are more passive. People display a wide range of personality traits. Both men
and women can be (or may not be) passive.Women are not
more passive than men as a rule.

Women are warm, kind,
and compassionate.

Compassion is an acquired characteristic that is unique to
every individual. individuals of all genders can possess (or
not possess) compassion.

Unmarried women (or
young women) are inca-
pable of taking important
decisions about their lives.’

Marriage has no bearing on an individual‘s ability to take de-
cisions.The law defines specific ages for persons to consent
to certain activities, e.g., marriage or consuming alcohol, and
all individuals of or above this age are deemed to be capable
of taking such decisions irrespective of marriage.

Women of oppressed or
marginalised communities
have diminished cognitive
capabilities or a limited un
derstanding of the world.‘

The community an individual belongs to is not determina-
tive of their cognitive capabilities or their understanding of
the world.

All women want to have
children.‘

All women do not want to have children. Deciding to
become a parent is an individual choice that every person
takes based on a variety of circumstances. A _

2 V\'rit Petition {Cri.) ‘Z97 of 2016, 24- May 2017, Kcrala High Court “/1 girl aged .?4__i'm2:r is tom/: and z-u/11em-
/1le_. ca/liable of lm'n_g wrjzloited in mrugy zvrgys. Q.

3 Criminal Rcxision 316 of 1981 iOrissa High Court, I5 February 1985) “Bot/1 these :1.-itizesmr /2021-'L’L'fl7'fl1'P
ii;/normzt ruzrl illiterate woman belonging lo Sc/ierlu/e I/71'/12 mid it is exlrenzebr 1/onb_lfi11 if t/zgy could speak (J age unfl/2 [unsi-
Jinn."
-i- Civil i\[isc. Writ Petition 26909 of I996 (High Court of Allahabad, 9_]anuary 1997, “It mo): be l'€l72€IHI)('I'(‘(/
I/mt mo/1101'/marl it //ze/n"ec1'ous /2o.w.ression q/' n woman and if/lei" c/mnce .r/ie it ma!/e lo sr/crfcc mo!/zm"/zaod u:/iic/1 i.s_rr/ to
enter upon, it it no lm I/um smfcirlal dmf/1fara_;-oung woman." -

I3
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Age of majority and autonomy
A 24 year old woman’s parents initiated habeas CO1’pllS proceedings seeking the
production oftheir daughter who had married and moved away from them. ln allowing
the petition, the Kerala High Court observed, “A girl aged 24years is weak and vulnerable,
capable (J being exploited in many wrgls. The Court, exercisin._g parens pat1‘iaejzn'isdiclion is
r;0nc'erned with the wcbizrc zy’ a girl oJ" her age. [. . .] Her marriage being the most im/Jortarzl decision
in her lye, can also be taken ooh» with the _inoolocmenl of her jzarenis.” (W.P. Cri 297 of 2016 (24

May 2017, Kerala High Court)-
The Supreme Court reversed this decision in Slzafin ja/zan o. Asoka/2 KM.
-(201 8:INSC:222), noting that: “The High Court was of the view that at lwcn.Q>¢fozn,' [she] “is
wen/c and vulnerable, capable of being exploited in many ways”. The High Court has lost swig/it of
thefact l/zat slzeis a major capable of her own decisions and is entitled to the rig/zl racogmlsed by the

_ Conscitzction to lead her roe exactly as she /Jleases.” i

The Supreme Court further ruled that,-“The sujieiior cozmfs, when I129» exercise flzeirjurzlsrliction
jmrens fi£Zl7‘l(l€ do so in the case Qf persons who are incapable (if asserting afiee will such as minors
or persons of unsound mind. The exercise of thatjzoisrliction should not transgress into the area ry’

dcternziiziizg the sziitabilily of partners to a marital tie.”

(ii) Stereotypes based on "gender roles

Society ascribes specific roles to specific genders, most often seen in the context of
men and women. These gender roles are products of social construction and social
understandings. For example, men are often believed to be more suited to professional
jobs whereas women are believed to be more suited to care for their families. Even when
women pursue professional careers, the social behaviour and characteristics expected of
them in the private sphere (e.g., performing domestic tasks such as cooking or cleaning)
continues to be expected of them. Women are also often expected to behave, dress, and
speak in a manner that is compliant with the so-called ‘inherent characteristics’ of women
and the corresponding gender roles. Any deviation from these gendered roles leads to
social stigmatisation.

14
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Judicial reasoning and language based on gender roles
In an appeal against a decree for restitution of conjugal rights, it was admitted that the
husband regularly beat the wife. The husband’s justification for this conduct was that:
(i) the husband wanted his breakfast at 6 AM but the wife only woke up at 7 AM; and

(ii)-the wife. did inot‘ dress according to the husband ’-s awishes.
While the High:-u Co_tuft;, se_t-aside .tl1e<- decree-i for restitution. bfilconjugal rights, it ob-
served, ‘_‘A's a ziémti 10%, it was no q’Qu.b’t.["t_he‘ wife’s]"ldi¢giFto_;get_luj2‘fb%re /z'e1-' izushzmd was to
leaz1e_fi>rhz's work, '5ui.‘?if;she_did not, 1?/ze'kzl¢s_b2_gz'nd _was‘ _zz01_i_e1_2ztiltZezi,"1.fb_1 fl1e_¢zl1f;/z'"eV7:_."Lz7gcewzlre, as t/ze dutgitl
wga, s/zé slzbulzi‘/zavé réspéctédT1.‘/it we/16: i_2f_.lzl'é1't‘lizk;riba11"a’.'t1.r to flit?-’,'0‘z_Zm'czZZ(zr§cZot/zes to be put on a
particular occasion. _,s/zedid not, again," I/zleY/zusband~/Iad'n0.' rzlg/it to-‘beat hex” (AIR .1963

This e'xample demonstrates ‘how even__*when-.a1~riving at alegally" conect outcome,
judicial reasoning ican reinforce j.hannful'.stereotypes about1.th'e=1*oles ofwomen. The
judicial reasoningjreiiiforcesuthestereotypethat"it1.is a wornanis exclusive responsibil-
ity to perform household choresiandtdress according to 'her"hu'sband’s expectations.

Further the use of language such as “duzifitl was" only accentuates these harms.

The table below outlines some common stereotypes about the gender roles ascribed to
men and women, and why they are incorrect.

Stereotype A ___’ M _ Reality g __ _
Women are more nurturing _ People of all genders are equally suited to the task of caring
and better suited to care for for others.Women are often socially conditioned to care for
others. others from a young age. Many women are also forced to

abandon their careers to care for children and the elderly.
Women should do all the People of all genders are equally capable of doing house
household chores. chores. Men are often conditioned to believe that only wom-

' en do household chores.
Wives should take care of The responsibility of taking care of elderly individuals in the
their husband’s parents. family falls equally on individuals of all genders.This is not the

sole remit of women.
Women who work outside of Working outside of the home has no correlation with a
the home do not care about woman's love or concern for her children. Parents of all
their children.- genders may work outside of the home while also caring for

their children.

15
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Women who are also moth-
ers are less competent in
the office because they are

y distracted by childcare.
Women who do not work
outside the home do not
contribute to the household

Women who have "double duty", i.e.,work outside the home
and raise children are not less competent in the workplace.

Women who are homemakers perform unpaid domestic
labour (such as cooking, cleaning, washing, household man-
agement and accounts) and care work (such as caring for the

or contribute very little in elderly and for children, helping children with their home-
comparison to their husbands. work and extracurriculars).The unpaid labour performed by

women not only contributes to the household‘s quality of life
but also results in monetary savings.Women who are home-
makers contribute to the household to an equal (or greater)
extent.Their contributions are often overlooked because
men are conditioned to believe that such work is of limited
value.

“These stereotypes are often accurate, why not rely on them?”

While some women -may conform to a particular stereotype or assumption in certain
situations, this is not a reason to extend this assumption to all women. Examining the
merits of every case on its own is at the heart of impartial decision making. It is also
important to recognise that the very existence of a pervasive stereotype in society can

itself socially condition women to conform to the stereotype.

For example, the table above discusses the stereotype that women ought to perform
houscful tasks such as cooking and cleaning. It is crucial to acknowledge that women
may be conditioned to undertakethesc tasks precisely because qf 1/ze .siereog])e_, which has
led to: (ii societal C}C[3€Cl.'8.tiO1'1S that women will perform these tasks; (ii) limited career
options for women; (iii) the portrayal of women in media as performing these tasks;
and (iv) stigmatisation of women who pursue professional careers. Thus, even where
the facts in a case may support a stereotype, the case requires careful examination.

Women should be submissive The Constitution of India guarantees equal rights to individu-
or subordinate to men. als of all genders.Women are neither subordinate to men nor

do they need to be submissive to anybody.

It must be remembered that every individual has a unique set of characteristics. Women
and genderjustice movements across the world have worked hard to fight these stereotypes
and secure justice for themselves, in the courtroom as well as outside of it. It is important
to dispel these stereotypes and foster an environment that cultivates equal respect for
individuals of all genders.
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v-\ _- -n -0 \_¢ Stereotypes concerning sex and sexucil violence

Assumptions are often made about a woman’s character based on her expressive choices
(e.g., the clothes she wears) and sexual history. These assumptions may also impact how
her actions and statements are assessed in judicial proceedings. Assumptions based on a
w0man’s character or the clothes she wears diminish the importance of consent in sexual
relationships as well as the agency and personhood of women.

The='Supr_eme'=-Coiurt’-es’ rulinggqti--?the"‘lo0sei clia-'r_acter” of ;a woman
In»-Statéiqfi-Pzi1y'ob1ii Singh;l~th<55i.»S'iipteiij1erCourt-obsefl/edi‘Eo'en in oczscs, zmlz'._1ce»t/ze
present casg lw/zerotbieiio islsome acceptable-'m"atcn'al'on t/ze record to s/zow t/zatit/ze victim was Iza-
bituat_cd;to segquglintoicoursiz, ‘120.suo/i»z'1y‘ér_encl?_li/ca t/re’ oictinz being. zzgii-_l‘zy_"‘loos._e moral c/tamo-

587"",i.Sj])81‘7i2i5.§‘lbl6;lbi:fié(l7't’lZ£)7l_]‘i;'077'l.25/Z(ll5,Ci7?,‘;lll1.S‘L‘fl7‘l§0lZZl07Z8."EU8ll'§(‘ t/zelprosecutrix [. . .] /ms been
promiscuous in /zer"st1xii_al_"bo/zaviour eorlie1;»‘s/z'c§lza.r'a'ngbt"to rgfizse toA.tubmz't /zcrself to sexual

‘intercozofse ‘to a2g1onc'_anZl,3oeryo2ze [.- . .]'JVo mgmo, like t/ac one as-cast in the present case s/zoulrl
be castagairzstszlc/1 a witness lpi t/ze oourts,_'.fi;r cyler _allz't_ is t/ie.'~accusr:d and not the vz'ctz'm of sex

crime w/zo is on ln'al..§” (I996 SCCI 384).

The table below provides an illustrative list of stereotypes that are often applied to men
and women in the context of sex and sexual violence and explains why such assumptions
are wrong.

. . ,5*er<-><>i>'Pe . Reqliw. .
Women who dress in clothes that The clothing or attire ofa woman neither indicate that
are not considered to be traditional she wishes to engage in sexual relations nor is it an
want to engage in sexual relations invitation to touch her.Women are capable of verbally
with men.5 lf a man touches such a communicating with others and their choice of cloth-
woman without her consent, it is ing represents a form of self-expression that is inde-
her fault. pendent of questions of sexual relations.A man who

touches a woman without her consent must not be
permitted to take the defence that the woman invited
his touch by dressing in a particular way. A _

5 Criminal Misc. Case 1303 of 2022 (Sessions Court, Kozhikoclc l2 August 2022), “T/1op/zotogro/1/z.s/zro-
dzzcerl along wit/z I/ze bail a/Ijllicatioiz /1) l/ze ncczised would reveal t/mt the defizcto complainant /zmelf is exjionng to !l7'8S.€(.’.f
to/zic/z are /loving some sexurzl_/zrouocalive one. So Section 354/l [IPC] will not jnimafizcie Jltillll rlgainst tlze accuserl.”

l7
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\ Women who consume alcohol or
smoke cigarettes want to engage in
sexual relations with men. If a man
touches such a woman without her
consent, it is her fault.

Women, like all people, may consume alcohol or smoke
cigarettes for a variety of reasons including for recre-
ation.The consumption of alcohol or use of tobacco
is not an indication of their desire for sexual relations
with a man.A man who touches a woman without her
consent must not be permitted to take the defence
that the woman invited his touch by drinking or smok-
ing. -

Men who sexually assault or rape
women are typically strangers and
are not known to the woman.

Very often men sexually assault or rape a woman
known to them in some capacity.The woman may
be a colleague, employer, employee, neighbour, family
member, friend, former or present partner, teacher, or
acquaintance.

Women who are sexually assaulted
or raped by men cry incessantly and
are depressed or suicidal. lf a wom-
an's behaviour does not conform to
this mould, she is lying about having
been raped.‘

Different people react differently to traumatic events.
For example, the death of a parent may cause one
person to cry publicly whereas another person in a
similar situation may not exhibit any emotion in public.
Similarly, a woman's reaction to being sexually assaulted
or raped by a man may vary based on her individual
characteristics.There is no “correct" or“appropriate"
way in which a survivor or victim behaves.

Women do not speak to the man
who has sexually assaulted or raped
them after the incident of sexual
assault or rape. lf a woman speaks
or interacts ‘normally’ with the
accused. her complaint of sexual
assault or rape is false.

Women are often forced to interact with the men who
have sexually assaulted or raped them.This may be be-
cause the perpetrator is a family member, an employer,
or some other person in a position of authority over
the woman. Social circumstances may therefore force
the survivor / victim to interact with the perpetrator.
Further, survivors / victims of sexual abuse often find
it difficult to report the said abuse immediately due to
a variety of factors, including a lack of familial support
and a fear of repercussions.Thus, interaction with the
accused should not lead to a presumption that the
complaint is false. , 7 W p

ii 20 l 6:INSC:9-l-6 “From I/11' /mhnt of the P.\':,‘/If!IlgP.\' bclzrmelz liar mul llll’ /can/.sc(l/iensuiti" n.nznr"1"nIerl /lPI_J Hie scum‘ mr
not (ll rill 1:0/ttislcii! wit/1'1/lose of an u/iwilling, tcrrifioilrzizrl1/1i_giii.r/mlviclim cy"jbrcible 'l7ZlL’)'C0lllZ\‘(’, fjiulgerl by lllI' normal
/mman coridzlcl.“

l8
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Women who are sexually assaulted
or raped by men complain about
the injustice immediately. If they
complain after a time, they are
lying.’

lt takes courage and strength to report a sexual
offence because of the stigma attached to them.The

therefore register a complaint after a lapse of some
time, when she thinks she is able to. Further, as noted
above, several other factors such as lack of familial
support or fear of repercussions may cause a survivor
victim to delay their reporting.

stigma attached to sexual violence makes it difficult for
women to disclose the incident to others.Women may

/

Dominant caste men do not want
to engage in sexual relations with
women from oppressed castes.
Therefore, any allegation of sexual
assault or rape by an oppressed
caste woman against a dominant
caste man is false.

used sexual violence as a tool to reinforce and maintai
caste hierarchies.

Rape and sexual violence have long been used as a too
of social control. Dominant caste men have historically

l'l

1 Bhanwari Devi’s Case and the Vishaka Guidelines
Bl1€l11W€l1‘lD6VlWElS a govemment social worker from an oppressed caste who intervened to pre-
vent a child marriage. In 1992, she filed an FIR and testified that multiple dominant caste men
violently assaulted and raped her as a retaliatory-measure; In 1995, the'trial com“: acquitted the
accused, observing-iitter alia: (i) members of adominant caste would not rapea woman from an
oppressed caste;'(ii)' men of different castes would not participatein agang rape; (iii) older men
aged 60-70 cannot participate in a gang rapej andA(iv) it -was improbable that a woman could be

raped in the presence of herlhusband.
The acquittal caused“ national outrage, particularly because of the nexus with Bhanwari Devi’s
work as-a government social worker. Members of civil society filed a public interest petition in
the Supreme Court of India seeking that “workplaces must be made sr_t/éfiw women and t/tat it s/zou/d be t/ze
mparzsibilig: of the ernj)'lqye1't0j)rotect women mnplqyee at ez1erystep.” In 1997, the Supreme Court in Vii/m/ta

v. Statepf Rqjast/zmz laid down guidelines to protect women in the workplace.
Sources: (1997) 6 SCC 241 ;l Saini ‘S, ‘Bhanwari Devi: Justice Eluded Her, but She Stands Resolute
for Others’ Hindustan-'1?-mes (16 September 2021) <https://wwwhindustantimes.com/india-uews/
bhanwari-devi-justiceeludecl-her-but~she-stands-resolute-fo1'-others-1016318113 093 62 .html>
accessed 1 August 2023; Pandey G, ‘Bhanwari Devi: The Rape That Led to India ’s Sexual Harass-
ment Law’ BBCJ\/izzus (_17 March 2017) <https://www.bbc.com/news/werid-asia-inciia-39265653>

accessed 1 August 2023.

-Ii-—h,-—-in-—-_

7. Criminal Appeal 944 of 2016 (High Court of Delhi, 25 September 2017) “A day q/ier I/le ocruvwnoe, t/ze
ptvsmztrix cannot be said to be under any_/2121‘ qf re/)1'Lm.l or reaction and /zer not (I/Jproac/zing t/ze issue wit/z l/ze appellant is
rather rztr/rri.ving."

l 9
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Stereotype Reality
it is not possible for a man to rape
a sex worker.

lt is possible for a man to rape a sex worker. Sex work-
ers do not consent to engage in sexual relations with
any or all men by virtue of their profession.The offence
of rape may be made out if the sex worker does not
consent for any reason, including for the reason that
the man was unwilling to pay her. Sex workers are one
of the groups which are most vulnerable to sexual
violence.

Able-bodied men do not want to
engage in sexual relations with
women with disabilities.Therefore
any allegation of sexual assault or
rape by a woman with a disability
against an able-bodied man is false.

Able-bodied men may sexually assault or rape women
with disabilities.The presence of a disability does not
mean that there is a lower likelihood of sexual violence
Some women with disabilities which impact their ability
to communicate effectively are particularly vulnerable
to sexual violence by men.

Rape is a crime which taints the
honour of the survivor / victim
or her family.“ lf the rapist marries
the survivor / victim, her honour is
restored.

Rape does not taint the honour of the survivor / victim
or her family.The marriage of the rapist to the survivor
/ victim does not restore honour. Rather, it intensifies
the trauma faced by the survivor / victim and encour-
ages the rapist to engage in further violence. Marriage
is not a remedy to the violence of rape. Rape is a crimi-
nal offence, which cannot be undone by marriage.

Women are very likely to make
false allegations of sexual assault or
rape.’

Women find it difficult to report instances of sexual
assault or rape due to the stigma associated with such
crimes.Women often do not receive familial support in
reporting sexual crimes. lt can also be traumatizing for
a survivor / victim to participate in the criminal justice
process, which requires her to repeatedly recount the
violence she was subjected to in detail, in the presence
of strangers who are often male (police officers, law-
yers, judges, etc.).Women are also frequently disbe-
lieved when they report sexual violence.A combination
of these factors results in women being very reluctant
to report sexual violence. lt is therefore untrue that
women are very likely to make false allegations. Each
case must be judged on its merits and assumptions
regarding the (dis)honesty of women as a class must
not be made.

8 Criminal Appeal 2322 of 2010 (20 L\1ay 2013. Suprcmc Court of India) “Rr1_/10 !(lIlf(Zfl70llIll.l' la (l.u'r!'0lI.\‘l1/rm
to I/ll’ .\'11_/m'nzr honour ry‘ a u.'om1u1_. and qlfeiuls bat/i her esfrrnz and rligizitr."
9 Criminal Misc. Bail Application 32824 ol‘ 2020 (High Court of Allahabacl. 16 February 2023
“T/zr Indian society has unc/ergone rt canzjzlete clzcuzgv (luring the .tai(/ jzeriod of 40)m1;r and now it it mart’ Mm

20
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Women who say “no” to sexual
advances are shy and they actually
mean to say “yes” and welcome the
sexual advances.”

Women who say"no" mean “no” and there exists no
further ambiguity.Women who wish to welcome sexual
advances will communicate their consent using clear
language such as the word “yes.” There cannot be a
presumption of consent based on a woman’s broader
behavioural characteristics.

Men are unable to control their
sexual desires. Men, like all other humans, are in control of all their

actions including their sexual desires. Such reasoning
discounts the agency of men and then excuses this
purported lack of agency.

A woman who has previously had
sexual relations cannot be raped
because she has “loose morals” or a
“loose character.""

A woman who consents to sexual activity with one
man does not consent to sexual activity with all men.”
Similarly, a woman who consents to sexual activity
with a man at a particular instance does not ipso facto
consent to sexual activity with that same man at all
other instances. A woman’s character or morals are
unrelated to the number of sexual partners she has
had. Her sexual history does not define her and must
not influence criminal proceedings. Section 53A of
the Indian Evidence Act I872 attempts to combat.this
very stereotype by prohibiting lawyers from adducing
“evidence of the character of the victim or of such per-
son’s previous sexual experience” where the question
of consent is in issue.

observed t/zntfiz1sezTm_/zlioation in sexual oflozoes is on t/ze rise. ”
10 Criminal Appeal 944- of 2016 (High Court of Delhi, 25 September 2017') “Instances of zoommz be/zavioztr
are not unlazow/1 that ajéeble ‘no’ mtg’ moan a _‘)'e.t".”
1 l 20 l 6:INSC:94-6 “T/to mediml opizziozz that s/us was accustomed to sexual intercourse when admiltedhv s/ze was
/z'v2'ng se_/mralehijrom /zer /tusbnndfir o1ze—mzd-a-/zn_lf_yem:r bdore the incident also lms its own inzjllication. "
l2 Criminal Appeal I382 of 2004- ( l Dcccmbcr 2004-, Supreme Court of India) “Even nssmniizg t/mt
I/ze victim was jirevioushr acrustamed to sexual irztercourttg. I/mt is not o determinative question. One the (.‘0l'Il7'(l1_'){, I/ze question
whit/2 was required to be aafiudirated was - did I/ie accused conzmit rape an t/ze viktim on t/1o occasioiz £0711];/ailzed zyf Even 9'
it is /gypotheticalb accepted that the victim /zad lost lzer vit;g1T/zigi earlier; it did not and cannot in law give license to any person
to ra/2:: /zen"
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Young people follow “western” A survivor or victim's reporting of sexual violence
culture and engage in "casual" cannot be disregarded, nor does the legal significance
sexual relations which increases the of the offending conduct change based on the survivor
likelihood of sexual violence and /victim’s reasons for choosing to engage in sexual rela-
other harms. tions.What matters is that they chose, and that sexual

relations were consensual. Focussing on the survivor or
victim's lifestyle or previous motivations for having sex
perpetuates the harmful idea that the survivor / victim
is somehow to blame for the violence and reinforces
the stigma associated with sexual violence.

;\.|‘_...| __,} l_,., _ "1 l. :_ ,. M‘. l _ . . .

i=it » * p
Whelliloverfiifihglzhfieliéiémtbffiéfl119ié-illiédcuséd-flundarlSé¢fi:dhS*i323>;354A>.4'52i=’and 4
506. "of the -llfidiafi Codely 18 S.i1pté1;dc _ Court 'of;1Iiidia' ir_1-Aparna Bhat
v. S£ate'ofMddhyd-lJ?radesh' obse1_'v€d",§._“;.i.-.t0 say that the-survivorihad in the.past
consented to SilC_'h"0i<‘_lS'i'fnil_ElIf acts or that She behavedpr0miscu_0uSly, or by her acts

- 0r_ clothing; provolcedthe alleged-aqtz'0___n.Q/f¢he_Accused thatishe behmged in.-a-man-
-nler uhb'ec0'ming-Ofa'-ichdstei or “Ihdian’-’Y-women, or that she had called upon the
..s'ituatz‘0n bye-herbehtiviozzzg etc. These'z'm*tZ1nce.sf are only Aillzistrationsp ofan dttifizde
which shouldhever -ehierjudicial verdz'cz‘.S' or-"orders 0r‘be considered relevant while

making ajudicial decision; (2021 :INSC:192)'. A
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Stereotype Reality " V" l
"Good" women prefer death rather
than being raped by a man.

It is a patriarchal and harmful belief that women should
prefer death rather than being raped by a man. Such
beliefs may cause survivors / victims to consider sui-
cide because they have been raped by a man. l

lndian women behave differently
from Western women or women
of other countries after a man has
sexually assaulted or raped them.

Each woman reacts to sexual violence based on her
personality, social circumstances, upbringing, and other
factors. lt is not possible to categorise the reactions
of women to sexual violence based on the country or
region from which they hail.There is no "correct" or
"appropriate" reaction to being raped and all reactions
are equally valid.

Transgender individuals cannot be
raped. .

Transgender individuals can be raped. In fact, transgen-
der individuals are one of the groups which are most
vulnerable to sexual violence because they are stigma-
tised and face structural discrimination. lt is incorrect
to assume that all transgender individuals are sex
workers who always consent to sexual relations.

If a woman does not scream for
help, attack the rapist or if she does
not have any injuries on her body
such as cuts and scrapes, she has
not been raped."

A woman who is facing sexual violence by a man may
not be in the position to attack him. Rapists frequent-
ly threaten survivors / victims with death and even
threaten to kill their family members if they attempt to
resist. Moreover. injuries such as cuts and scrapes may
not always result even if the woman attempts to resist
as the rapist may overpower her.

13 2016:INSC2:946 “<1/Zer/zerabrlutliolz rmd on //it’ wqy lo I/ze ga.ra_ge as Imrraled L91 /[£11 s/ze dz}! not mean: or my
_/br/u-([1. This is (J almost ngnificaizcv as il is not alleged Q1» /zer l/ml I/tr abrluclon" /zadpul lzer un(ler_fi’ar on l/10 /min! Q/' mgy
EL‘!-‘(I/)0!Li' llzrrwlening /1/yufcal -1'13/'10): l/zereh): . W/zile .r/zr was muzls‘/zed insiz/e //ze garage and men dzmbig I/ze izzlmrzillenl
lm'nl:.\: x/zr dill /101:/zouljbra.1§p /ml/2. ”
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Q. fiurreni doctrine on key legal issues
The Supreme Court of India has laid clown important precedents that categorically reject
several of the stereotypes discussed in this Handbook. These precedents are binding on all
courts within the territory of India by virtue of Article 14-1 of the Constitution of India.
This section reproduces some of these key precedents for ease of reference.

(i) The role of low in confronting poiricirchy and stereotypes

In josep/z Shine v. Union cjf India,“ a Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court struck
down the offence of “adultery” under Section 497 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. The
provision penalised a man engaging in sexual intercourse with a woman who is “the
wife of another man.” The Court observed that the law did not punish a man who had
sexual relations outside of marriage with an unmarried woman, but only punished sexual
intercourse with “the wife of another man.” Thus, the Court observed that the provision
was based on the constitutionally untenable rationale that the woman was the property of
the (second) man, and only where this second man’s “rights over his wife” were violated,
was the offence of adultery made out. The Court struck down the provision as being
arbitrary and discriminatory, and further observed:

“ 1 9 1. The law on adultery is but a codified rule of patriarchy.
Patriarchy has permeated the lives of women for centuries.
Ostensibly, society has two sets of standards of morality for
judging sexual behaviour. One set for its female members and
another for males. Society ascribes impossible virtues
to a woman and confines her to a narrow sphere of
behaviour by an expectation of conformigg Raising a
woman to a pedestal is one part of the endeavour. The second
part is all about confining her to a space. The boundaries of
that space are defined by what a woman should or should not
be. [...] This is part of the process of i_
pedestalconditioned by male notions of what is right
and what is wrong for a woman. The notion that women,
who are equally entitled to the protections of the Constitution
as their male counterparts, may be treated as objects capable
of being possessed, is an exercise of subjugation and inflicting
indignity. Anachronistic conceptions of “chastity”

14- 2018:INSC:898
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and “honour” have dictated the social and cultural
lives of women, depriving them of the guarantees of

and privacy, contained in the Constitution.”

As guarantors of the dignity and privacy of all individuals, members of the judiciary have
a unique duty not only to avoid perpetuating these stereotypes, but also to challenge and
rebut such anachronistic conceptions. This Handbook seeks to raise awareness regarding
such stereotypes to ensure their avoidance, and empower judges with the reasoning and
language to dispel miseonceived beliefs about the “inherent characteristics”, gendered
roles, and beliefs about what is right and wrong for a woman in'the context of sex,
sexuality, and sexual violence.

(ii) Rejection oi pre voginum test (or "two finger test”) and irrelevance
oi sexual history

In State tfjharklzand v. Shailendra Kumar Rai," the Supreme Court reiterated its categorical
ban on the “two finger test” and observed not only its irrelevance to determinations of
rape but also how it violates the dignity of rape survivors or victims. The’ Court stated,

“64. Whether a woman is “habituated to sexual intercourse” or
“habitual to sexual intercourse” is irrelevant for the purposes
of determining whether the ingredients of Section 375 of the
IPC are present in a particular case. The so-called test is '
based on the incorrect assumption that a sexual1'_L
active woman cannot be raped. Nothing could be
further from the truth - a. woman’s sexual history_
is wholly, irnrnaterial while adjudicating whether
the accused raged her. Further, the probative value of a
woman’s testimony does not depend upon her sexual history.
It is patriarchal and sexist to suggest that a woman cannot be
believed when she states that she was raped, merely for the
reason that she is sexually active.” .

The Court in S/zailendra Kumar Rai also relied on the decision in Lila v. State qf Havyanalfi
which discussed why this test violates the dignity of rape survivors / victims:
 __ -

15 202‘2:INSC:l 137.
16 (2013) 14 soc 643.
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“ l 3. . . . rape survivors are entitled to legal recourse that does not
re-traumatise them or violate their physical or mental integrity
and dignity. They are also entitled to medical procedures
conducted in a manner that respects their right to consent.
Medical procedures should not be carried out in a. manner
that constitutes cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment and
health should be of paramount consideration while dealing
with gender-based violence. The State is under an obligation
to make such services available to survivors of sexual violence.
Proper measures should be taken to ensure their safety and
there should be no arbitrary or unlawful interference with their
privacy. '

14. Thus, in view of the above, undoubtedly, the two-finger
test and its interpretation violates the right of rape
survivors to privacy,_physical and mental integrit§L
and dig-_g'§y.”

Therefore, under no circumstances should this test be conducted, nor should its findings
impact judicial determinations of sexual violence and rape.

,-\ _¢ .—¢ -—a ) The testimony ol ct survivor or victim is inherently credible

The Supreme Court has reiterated on several occasions that the testimony of a survivor or
victim of sexual violence is inherently credible and should not be doubted merely due to
incorrect assumptions that women seek to foist false cases against men or that women lie
about having been raped. In State 0]’ Purykzb v. Gurmit Sing/1," the Supreme Court evaluated
the testimony of the survivor / victim in a case concerning Sections 3-76, 363, 366, and
368 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860. The trial court had refused to accept the survivor /
victim‘s testimony due to certain perceived inconsistencies. The Supreme Court examined
and rebutted these perceived inconsistencies and further laid down certain guidelines for
a reciatin a survivor / victim’s testimon :S

“7. It appears that the trial court searched for
contradictions and variations in the statement of the
prosecutrix microscopicallgg so as to disbelieve he_r__
version. [...] The testimony of the victim in such cases is 4
vital and unless there are compelling reasons which necessitate

l7 1199612 SCC 384-.
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looking for corroboration of her statement, the courts should
find no difficulty to act on the testimony of a victim of sexual
assault alone to convict an accused where her testimony
inspires confidence and is found to be reliable. Seeking
corroboration of her statement before relying
upon the sarne, as a rule, in such cases axnounts to
adding insult to inj_ury._ Why should theevidence of
agirl or,woma.n wlio complains of rape or sexual
molestation, _b_e viewed with doubt,_,disbelief or
suspicion? The Court while appreciating the evidence of
a prosecutrix may look for some assurance of her statement
to satisfy its judicial conscience, since she is a witness who is
interested in the outcome of the charge levelled by her, but
there is no requirement of law to insist upon corroboration
of her statement to base conviction of an accused. Ihi
evidence of a victim of sexual assaultstands almost
on ar with the evidence of an in'ured witness and to. J . . . v
an extent is even more reliable.”

Thus, the Supreme Court has clearly laid down that there should be no presumption that the
testimony of a survivor or victim of sexual violence is not credible, nor should courts display an
inherent suspicion of testimony on the incorrect assumption that women as a class of individuals
lie about sexual violence. Rather, the testimony of a survivor / victim must be accorded due
weight as the victim of any other crime.

(iv) Absence of physical injuries must be evaluated contextually
The absence of physical injuries must be evaluated contextually in the facts of a given case. As
noted above, there may be a variety of reasons why there is no evidence of physical injuries. The
absence of injuries is not determinative of the absence of sexual violence and must be examined
within the facts and circtunstances of each case. For example, in State qf Uttar Pradeslz v. C/2/zotey
L<zZ,'8 the Supreme Court observed that the survivor / victim had been gagged and threatened
with a firearm. In this context, the Court observed,

“32. Although the lady doctor, PW 5 did not find any injury
on the external or internal part of the body of the prosecutrix
and opined that the prosecutrix was habitual. to
sexual intercourse, we areafraid that does.not make
the tesfimonpof the prosecutrix unreliable. The fact

- 

18 (2011) 2 SCC 550.
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of the matter is that the prosecutrix was recovered almost after
three weeks. Obviously the sign of forcible intercourse would
not persist for that long a period. It is wrong to assuxne that
in all cases of intercourse with the women against
will or without consent, there would be some injurl
on the external or internal parts of the victim. The
prosecutrix has clearly deposed that she was not in a position
to put up any struggle as she was taken away from her village
by two adult males. The absence of injuries on the person of
the prosecutrix is not suflicient to discredit her evidence; she
was a helpless victim. She did not and could not inform the
neighbours where she was kept due to fear.”

The Court noted that in the facts of the case, it was clear that the survivor / victim
was unable to physically resist. Individuals perpetrating sexual violence may also make
threats against the survivor or victim’s family to instil fear. Thus, courts should be
wary of discrediting the testimony of the survivor or victim merely due to the absence
of physical injuries against the survivor / survivor. Such situations must be evaluated
contextually considering the surrounding circumstances and an absence of injuries does
not automatically lead to a presumption that the sexual intercourse was consensual or that
the survivor or victim’s testimony is not credible.

(v) Delay in Filing an FIR or complaint cannot be mechanically used to creole
doubt

As discussed in this Handbook, there may be a variety of reasons why a survivor or victim
of sexual violence may not immediately report the incident to the police. The offender
could be an employer, neighbour, family member, or friend creating several complications
in immediately reporting an instance of sexual violence. Even independent of such
complications, sexual assault is traumatic and every woman may react differently to being
sexually assaulted. Some women may require some time before they file an FIR or make
a complaint. Women may also be hesitant to share the fact that they have been assaulted
with their families. If and when they do share it with their families, their families may
dissuade them from filing a complaint because they are concerned about the “honour”
of their family or the survivor or victim’s marriage prospects. Such considerations should
be taken seriously by courts considering the facts of the case and the social realities facing
women, and delay in reporting should not mechanically be relied on to dismiss allegations

as '
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of sexual violence against women. For example, in State qf Purykzb v. Gurmit Sing/1,” the
Supreme Court was faced with a contention that there was a delay in filing the FIR.
The Court rejected this contention and noted that the limited delay had been adequately
explained by the fact that prior to approaching the police authorities, the survivor / victim
and her family had first approached the village panchayat. The Supreme Court took note
of this and held,

“7. In our opinion, there was no delay in the lodging of
the FIR either and if at all there was some delay, the same
has not only been properly explained by the prosecution but
in the facts and circumstances of the case are also natural.
The courts cannot overlook the fact that in sexual
offences delay in the lodging of the FIR can be due to
a variety of reasons particularly the reluctance of the_
prosecutrix or her family members to go to the police
and complain about the incident... [. . .] The prosecution
has explained that as soon as Trilok Singh PW 6, father of
the prosecutrix came to know from his wife, PW 7 about the
incident he went to the village Sarpanch and complained to
him. The Sarpanch of the village also got in touch with the
Sarpanch of Village Pakhowal, where in the tubewell kotha of
Ranjit Singh rape was committed, and an effort was made by
the panchayats of the two villages to sit together and settle the
matter. It was only when the Panchayats failed to provide any
relief or render any justice to the prosecutrix, that she and her
family decided to report the matter to the police...”

This l1I'1C of reasoning has since been repeated in several decisions of the Supreme Court,
with the Court in State zy’ Himac/zal Prades/z v. Gian C/zand” categorically stating

“l2. Delay in lodging the FIR cmmot be used as a
ritualistic formula for doubting the prosecution
case and discarding, the same solely on the ground
9f delay in lodging the first information report. Delay
has the effect of putting the court on its guard to search if
any explanation has been offered for the delay, and if oflfered,
whether it is satisfactory or not. [...] However, if the delay

I9 (1996) 2 SCC 384.
20 (20o1)ssoo 71.
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is explained to the satisfaction of the court, the delay cannot
itself be a ground for disbelieving and discarding the entire
prosecution case.”

Thus, courts should be wary of mechanically relying on a delay in reporting an instance
of sexual violence to discredit the testimony of the survivor / victim or the case of the
prosecution. Rather, a holistic appreciation of the facts following the incident of violence
must be conducted and possible explanations for the delay in filing an FIR or complaint
must be considered seriously by courts.

_---
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D. Qonclusion

This Handbook aims to serve as a guide for judges, raising awareness on the need to avoid
stereotypes against women in all facets of their decision making and writing. As guardians
of the legal and constitutional system, it is incumbent that members of thejudiciary avoid
employing stereotypes and dispense justice impartially.

Women have historically faced numerous prejudiced beliefs and stereotypes, impeding
their access to fair and equal treatment within society and the justice system. The Indian
judiciary must recognise the deep-rooted impact of gender stereotypes and actively
work to dismantle them from its thinking, decision-making, and writing. By consciously
avoiding the use of stereotypes in decision-making and stereotype promoting language,
the judiciary can foster an environment where gender equality is upheld and respected.
Words matter, as they shape narratives and influence societal attitudes. The use of more
inclusive language can help break harmful patterns of thinking.

While this Handbook has primarily focussed on gender stereotypes that concern women,
it is important to realise that stereotypes impact individuals from across the gender
spectrumjudges must be vigilant against all forms of gender biases and ensure that every
person, regardless of their gender identity, is treated equally and with dignity before the
law.

It is hoped that this Handbook will be a catalyst for change within the legal profession,
inspiring the Indian judiciary to discharge its duties impartially with a recognition of the
inherent dignity and unique nature of every individual.
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